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A sufEcient condition for an algebra to be smooth is given in this paper; nameiy, 
if the Jacobian matrix of relations is right-invertible, then the algebra is smooth. I: 
is zlso shown that right-invertibility is not a necessary condition for being smooth. 
Moreover, an elementary proof of the known fact that “smoothness implies the 
projectivity of the differential module” is also given. The criterion obtained here CXXY 
be applied to the Jacobian problem [9, Theorem 381. 
In this short note we develop a Jacobian criterion for ~rno~tb~cs~ which 
~orn~e~~ates the Jacobian criterion for separability in [S] or [9]- 
is inspired by Grothendieck’s proof in the l-variable, I-relation case (Lee, the 
se of = M = 1 in the notation of our theorem) [5, 28.I, p 281; 7, 
roposition 8, p. IS]. 
Throughout this paper rings and algebras are commutative with identity 
and ring homomorphisms carry the identity t entity. In what foIlows 
A is always a ring and B an algebra over A. that an A-algebra B is 
said to be smooth over A if it satisfies the fol two re~~irement$ : 
(i) For each A-algebra C, and each ideal J in C with J2 = 0, the 
canonical homomorphism 
is surjective; 
finitely presented as 
1 ,..., h,) for some positive integ 
IV, 17.1.1; 17.3.1; 17.3.2@)]. 
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THEOREM. Let B = A [zl ,..., zn] = A [Z, ,..., Z, ]/(h, ,..., h,), where 
Z 1 ,.,., Z, are indeterminates over A, h, ,..., h, are polynomials in 
A [Z, ,..., Z,], and zj denotes the coset of Zj for j = l,..., n. Let ahi/3zj denote 
the formal partial derivative of hi with respect o Zj evaluated at (zl ,..., z,). 
If the Jacobian matrix (ahi/azj)i,, ,... ,m;j= 1,..., n over B has a right-inverse 
over B, then B is a smooth algebra over A. 
Proox To simplify the notation, we will write I for the ideal (h, ,..., h,) 
of A [Z, ,..., Z,]. We first note that the canonical surjection of A-algebras 
TC: C = A [Z, ,..., Zn]/12 -+ B 
has kernel I/I2 and (1/12)2 = 0, in other words, C is an infinitesimal 
extension of B over A. Even more is true: C is a versa1 infinitesimal 
extension, i.e., an infinitesimal extension through which every infinitesimal 
extension factors, because of the universal property of the polynomial ring 
A [Z, ,..., Z,]. Therefore, B is a smooth A-algebra if and only if 71: C-+ B has 
an A-algebra section, i.e., an A-algebra homomorphism $: B -+ C such that 
z o 4 = 1, [4, Corollary 2.5, p. 371. (The noetherian case of the equivalence 
mentioned in the last statement follows from [6, Theorem 63, Q = 0, p. 216; 
Theorem 58(iii), p. 188; (25.B), p. 1781.) 
A moment’s reflection will convince one that the existence of such a 4 is 
equivalent o the existence of g, ,..., g, E A[Z, ,..., Z,] such that 
h,(gl,...> g,) E I2 
(*I 
or what amounts to the same thing: the existence of AZ, ,..., AZ, E I such 
that 
h,(Z, + AZ, ,..., Z, + AZ,) E I2 
h&Z, + AZ, I..., Z, + AZ,) E I*. 
However, if we take the Taylor expansion of polynomials into account, the 
last condition is the same as the solvability of the following system of linear 
equations 
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ah1 ah - . . . - 
az, az, 
Bh, ... --EL .3h 
az, az, 
in the (n f m) unknowns AZ, ,..., AZ, E I, s, ,~.., s, E 6’. 
To simplify the notation further, let ,j=%ki , 
i=l,..., m;j-I,..~,n c 1 ZZj i l,.... m;,j l,..., if 
.12 xm be the m x rn identity matrix, and F-J be the m x 1 matrix whose (i; i >- 
hi. The hypothesis on J simply means hat there exist an ia x m 
over A ]Z, )...) Z,] and an m x MZ mtrix over I such that 
JP=-I,,,+A. P+T 
y multiplying on the left of (***) by HI it follows that 
J(J’H) = --I-J + (A 
which shows that (**) is solvable. Thus B is a smooth algebra over A. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
It is known that if B is smooth over A, then the moduie of l-differentials 
of B over A, .n&, is a (finitely generated) projective B-module ]S, 3.1.3. 
Proposition, p. 531. We will give an elementary proof of this in terms of 
matrices. We keep the previous notations. In terms of generators and 
relations, a:,, can be described as. follows: Let I; be the free B-module on 
basis e, )‘.., e,, let E be the rt X 1 matrix whose (j, I)-entry is e,, and let W be 
the submodule of F generated by the rows of JE, Then .Q$, z F/N [2: OIwt 
20.5.13 ]* 
Taking partial derivative of (*) and evaluating at (zl,...* zn), we have 
J=J(Xn,,-R), (Iax*- 
where R = (~ggi/~Zj)i=l,,..,,;j 1,...,n and L is some n x m matrix over B. 
Consequently, (i) N is the same as the submodule of F generated by the rows 
of (&XII - g) E, (ii) E is a generalized inverse of 5, i.e., 
Neumann regular matrix) and so LJ is an idempo 
F/(submodule generated by the rows of (I, Xn - is a projective B- 
module. 
Unlike the Jacobian criterion for separability developed in j& Theorem 
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1.1.15, p. 141 or [9, Theorem5 and Theorem 7, p. 4581, our Jacobian 
criterion for smoothness is only a sufficient condition, as can be seen from 
the following example 18, Example 2.3.0, p. 581. Let A = Z/62, B = 
A [xi, x2] = A [Xi, X,1/(X: -Xi, X,X,, X’, -X,). Then B is a free A-module 
on the basis 1, x,, x2 and xi, x2, 1 -xi -x2 are non-zero pairwise 
orthogonal idempotents of B. Hence as an A-module, B is simply a direct 
product of three copies of A and is Galois over A (in the sense of [ 1, p. 61) 
with cyclic group generated by permuting the xi, x1, 1 - x, - xZ cyclically. 
Since B is finitely presented as an A-algebra, “B is separable over A” is the 
same as “B is unramified over A.” Moreover, “unramilied + flat = &ale” by 
[3, IV, 17.6. l] or [7, Corollary 1, p. 551 and “etale + smooth” by definition. 
Hence B is smooth A. As a free cubic extension of A, any multiplication 
table of 1, xi, x2 needs at least three equalities; i.e., the ideal I = (Xf -Xi, 
X,X,, Xi -X,) cannot be generated by less than three elements. It follows 
that the Jacobian matrix of any set of generators of I has more rows than 
columns and hence will never be right-invertible. Furthermore, it is easy to 
see that as an algebra over A, B cannot be generated by a single element [8, 
Example 2.3.0, p. 581. 
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